Abstract-Video recommendation has become an essential way of helping people explore the massive videos and discover the ones that may be of interest to them. In the existing video recommender systems, the models make the recommendations based on the uservideo interactions and single specific content features. When the specific content features are unavailable, the performance of the existing models will seriously deteriorate. Inspired by the fact that rich contents (e.g., text, audio, motion, and so on) exist in videos, in this paper, we explore how to use these rich contents to overcome the limitations caused by the unavailability of the specific ones. Specifically, we propose a novel general framework that incorporates arbitrary single content feature with user-video interactions, named as collaborative embedding regression (CER) model, to make effective video recommendation in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix scenarios. Our extensive experiments on two real-world large-scale datasets show that CER beats the existing recommender models with any single content feature and is more time efficient. In addition, we propose a priority-based late fusion (PRI) method to gain the benefit brought by the integrating the multiple content features. The corresponding experiment shows that PRI brings real performance improvement to the baseline and outperforms the existing fusion methods.
they are fragile because the textual contents are often missing, scarce, or poor-quality for user-generated videos. For example, plenty of videos on Youtube only have titles, and many of them are not suitable for the content-based recommendation task as they are deliberately titled to attract users. If the hybrid recommender models are forced to generate recommendations with these texts, their performance will be much worse than the expectation. The limitation caused by the unavailability of the textual contents has been noticed in a few works [13] , [14] , [15] for video, music or product recommendation. They propose to exploit nontextual content features (e.g., color histograms) to overcome the limitation. However, similar to models using textual contents, all these models [13] , [14] , [15] only explore single specific non-textual content features. Thus, these models still face the performance drop when their dependent content features are unavailable.
The recent study in [16] shows that multiple types of content features can influence users' choices on videos. Enlightened by this new finding, we propose to use rich contents from videos to enhance the recommendation task. Our rich content features consist of both textual content features and non-textual content features. The textual content features are made up of video descriptions and video meta information such as actors and directors, and the non-textual content features are made up of audios [17] , scenes [18] and motions [19] from videos themselves. With rich content features, our goals are two folds: (1) we want to discover a general and effective hybrid model, which is able to integrate any single content feature into collaborative filtering, to marginalize the performance drop caused by the unavailability of one specific content; (2) we want to explore a multiple feature fusion method, which is inspired by the success of the multiple feature fusion in other relevant areas [17] , [20] , to further improve the recommendation accuracy.
With the two-fold goals, we start our study by analyzing the performance of existing hybrid models [10] , [11] , [14] , [21] with single content features, because each of them is tightly coupled with one specific content feature. The performance of these existing models are tested in two different but important scenarios [10] : in-matrix recommendation and out-ofmatrix recommendation. These two scenarios are also known as warm-start and cold-start recommendations. Specifically, for a test case, if the video in it has appeared in training data (i.e., the user-video interaction matrix), then it is a in-matrix recommendation; otherwise, it is a out-of-matrix recommendation. We find that none of these existing models could achieve very sound performance in both in-matrix and outmatrix scenarios even with their original content features. In particular, we observe that weighted matrix factorization (WMF)-based models [10] , [11] , [14] , [22] achieve higher accuracy than Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR)-based models [21] , [23] in the in-matrix scenario, but lower accuracy in the out-of-matrix scenario. WMF-based models' poorer performance in out-of-matrix scenario is attributed to that their model are designed for in-matrix recommendation especially. For example, collaborative deep learning (CDL) model is a WMF-based model proposed in [11] . CDL uses stack denoising auto-encoder (SDAE) to make its content side serve inmatrix recommendation when ratings are sparse. Accordingly, CDL neglects its content side is also important for outof-matrix recommendation. To address that, we propose a collaborative embedding regression (CER) model to effectively incorporate collaborative filtering with single content features. Our extensive evaluations show that, CER significantly outperforms both WMF and BPR-based models in the out-of-matrix scenario with any content feature, while keeps the excellent performance of WMF-based models in the inmatrix scenario. Moreover, CER's model training is more efficient on large datasets than the other models'.
Most existing hybrid recommender models including our proposed CER model are designed to work with single content features, which neglects the performance improvement from the multiple feature fusion. Thus, how to design an effective fusion method to further improve the recommendation accuracy is another challenge in our study. In other areas, there are two widely used yet independent strategies to fuse multiple content features [24] : early fusion and late fusion. The early fusion combines the multiple content features before model training [17] . Even though sometimes early fusion methods obtain better performance than the individual content features, they have a number of limitations. First, the input content feature space is fixed, so early fusion models need to retrain from a scratch when different content features come. This property makes early fusion unadaptive to the streaming data from the real-world recommender systems. Second, Most works on early fusion concatenate multiple content features into single ones as the input for model training [12] , [25] , [26] . The concatenation results into very high dimension that leads to extremely unprecedentedly computational costs in training. Third, another line of the early fusion methods make all the content features additive in a homogeneous latent space and use the sum of them as the input for training [12] . However, the textual, audio, visual and motion information contained in videos are quite diverse and heterogeneous. It is unreasonable to add them in a homogeneous latent space. The other line of the fusion research focuses on the late fusion of multiple features. A typical late fusion method obtains the fused scores by the weighted sums of the scores from different content features [27] . Learning-to-rank techniques (e.g., ranking SVM) [17] , [27] are state-of-the-art late fusion methods. Compared to early fusion, late fusion treats the content features in heterogeneous space and is more flexible to adapt to the streaming data and more efficient in training [28] . A number of recent successful multimedia event detection systems [17] , [20] have adopted late fusion in combining multiple features.
In this paper, we explore the late fusion strategy to further improve CER using rich content features. Specifically, we propose a priority-based late fusion method (PRI) whose innovation is using exponential weights to model the overwhelming influences from the stronger content features. Given rich content features, PRI first prioritizes the content features by evaluating their recommendation accuracy in validation. After that, PRI applies grid search to obtain the optimal base for the exponential weights. Finally, PRI calculates each content feature's weight using the optimal base and the exponents derived from the priority positions. The effectiveness of PRI has been evaluated by comparing it with five fusion methods including both early and late fusion on two real-world large-scale datasets.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper include:
We have proposed a novel and versatile framework for effective personalised video recommendation in both out-of-matrix and in-matrix scenarios by exploiting rich content features from videos. We have deeply analyzed and studied the performance of existing hybrid models in both the inmatrix and out-of-matrix scenarios. Based on the sound study, we propose a collaborative embedding regression model, which effectively combines collaborative filtering with arbitrary single textual or nontextual content feature, to generate more accurate video recommendation in both in-matrix and out-ofmatrix scenarios. We further study how to generate more accurate recommendations for new videos by fusing rich content features. We find existing fusion methods, either early or late, cannot consistently make performance improvement due to large accuracy divergences between different content features. We therefore propose a priority-based late fusion (PRI) method that prioritizes the content features and assigns the exponential weights according to the priorities.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Given m users and n items, r ij 2 f?; þg denotes the ith user's implicit feedback on the jth item, where 'þ' means ith user likes jth item; '?' means ith user dislikes or is not aware of jth item. As a convention [23] , we transform r ij to f0; 1g as a implicit rating. Putting all the ratings together forms the implicit rating matrix denoted as R ¼ f0; 1g mÂn for recommender models, as shown in Fig. 1 . Given a target user, a recommender system is required to find personalized top-k items that the user is potentially interested in. The task can be further divided into two scenarios, namely in-matrix and out-of-matrix. In the in-matrix scenario, systems recommend top-k items which have not been rated by the target user but have been rated by other users [3] , [29] . Based on the collaborations between similar users or items, state-of-the-art models [10] , [11] , [14] , [22] apply collaborative filtering to generate recommendations. In the out-of-matrix scenario, systems recommend top-k new items that have not been rated by any user [10] (i.e., cold-start recommendation [10] , [30] ). Since the collaborations between users or items are not existing, CF-based models become ineffective, whereas content-based models perform better.
Weighted matrix factorization [31] and Bayesian personalized ranking [23] represent the state-of-the-art recommender models in in-matrix scenario. Both of them construct objective functions based on matrix factorization and learn collaborations between users or items during the training. After training, a latent vector is learned for each user or item. Users' ratings on items are then predicted by the inner products between latent vectors. Finally, items with the highest predicted ratings will be selected as the top-k recommendation for users. The major difference between WMF and BPR is the learning objective. In particular, WMF [31] aims at minimizing rating prediction errors, while BPR [23] aims at preserving pair-wise personalized orders.
Recently, both WMF and BPR were extended to incorporate content features, so their variants can be applied to generate recommendations in both in-matrix and out-ofmatrix scenarios. The representative WMF-based models include collaborative topic regression (CTR) [10] , deep content-based music recommender model (DPM) [14] and collaborative deep learning [11] . CTR and CDL are specific to the textual features of items, while DPM is specific to audio features of items. The representative BPR-based models are visual Bayesian personalized ranking (VBPR) [21] and Visual-CLiMF [32] . VBPR and Visual-CLiMF are specific to visual features from pretrained convolutional neural networks (CNN). Visual-CLiMF enhances VBPR by learning the approximate reciprocal rank instead of pair-wise rank in the optimization. Different from above models, VideoTopic proposed in [33] use textual and visual features simultaneously to perform out-of-matrix video recommendations, which is actually a kind of early fusion. Because poor visual feature and few user collaborations are used in model training, VideoTopic's accuracy is much lower than those achieved by CF-based models [10] , [11] , [21] .
VIDEO CONTENT FEATURES
The whole work flow in our study that covers from rich content feature extraction to personalized video recommendation generation is depicted in Fig. 2 . In this section, we first describe how the rich content features, including both textual and non-textual, are extracted for video recommendation. These features are crucial for the training of the hybrid models, and they directly decide the out-of-matrix recommendation performance.
Textual Content Features
Many existing hybrid video recommender systems [3] , [4] , [11] make aware of the video contents by texts, which include but not limit to titles, descriptions, reviews as well as meta information for the videos. Based on these texts, two kinds of textual content features are often extracted: word vectors and meta vectors. In our work, we construct one word vector and one meta vector for each video. Word vectors are extracted from the titles, descriptions and reviews. The process concatenates texts into single documents, removes stop words, and collects tokens by stemming [11] . After that, a number of top tokens of the highest TF-IDF values are selected to form the vocabulary. With the vocabulary, a word vector is created for each video with token frequencies. Meta vectors are extracted from official information about videos such as producers, countries, languages, release dates, actors, genres and so on. The process selects a number of top meta tokens according to the highest global frequencies to form the vocabulary. After that, a binary meta vector is created for each video according to token existences because a meta token for a video appears at most once.
Non-Textual Content Features
In addition to textual contents, videos themselves also contain non-textual contents. Yang et al. [13] extract the normalized color histogram and aural tempos as non-textual content features for videos. However, the experimental results reported in [13] show that these features are not effective for video recommendation. One possible reason is that these features fail to distinguish between videos that share similar colors but have irrelevant contents. For example, given a video about the sky and another video about the sea, the normalized color histogram will result in a high similarity between the two videos due to the common color blue. In this case, hybrid models would recommend skyrelated videos to users who like seas in a high probability.
The limitations of the non-textual content features used by previous works [13] , [15] are gradually broken through by recent findings in computer vision area [19] , [20] , [34] . Enlightened by this, we propose to extract diverse non-textual content features from videos in terms of audio, scenes, and motions to model the fact that users are attracted by videos in different ways [16] . We assume the informative non-textual features useful for personalised recommendation include audio (e.g., scary videos usually have similar sound effect), scene (e.g., the interstellar movies usually have similar image background) which is encoded in images, and motion (e.g., many romantic movies have the motion of "kiss") which is represented as series of sequential images. In particular, the non-textual content features MFCC [17] , SIFT [35] , [36] , IDT [19] , and CNN [18] that have achieved noticeable successes in video analysis tasks [17] , [19] , [20] recently are extracted to work with the hybrid models in our work. Their individual details are described as follows.
1. MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients). MFCC measure the audio changes in the sound track. We use MFCC to capture the audio contents within the videos. Our MFCC features are extracted as follows: 1) down-sampling the audio track of a video to 16 kHz with 16 bit resolution; 2) using a window size of 25 ms and a step size of 10 ms to set the signal extractor with 13 channels; and 3) concatenating the first, second derivatives, and the energy of each signal to form a 40-dimension vector.
2. SIFT (scale invariant feature transform). SIFT [37] quantizes the texture information inside the images. In our study, we use two variants of SIFT to capture the scene and motion information in the videos respectively. They are OSIFT (opponent SIFT) [38] and MoSIFT (motion SIFT) [36] . OSIFT applies the light color change and shift on the original RGB color space to capture more robust scene contents in the video frames. An OSIFT feature has 384 dimensions. MoSIFT uses the optical flow between frames to capture the motion contents from in the videos. A MoSIFT feature has 256 dimensions.
3. IDT (improved dense trajectory). IDT [19] uses dense sampling and camera motions removing techniques to capture the motion contents in the videos. In previous studies [17] , [20] , IDT performs better than MoSIFT. An IDT feature has 426 dimensions.
4. CNN (convolutional neutral network). CNN uses the deep convolutional neural network and the large-scale labeled datasets to learn how the human classifies an image. One recent research [21] shows that using a pre-trained CNN on ImageNet [35] to extract features make the product recommendation have the visually-aware ability. Inspired by this, we use the pre-trained CNN model from the VGG group [18] to extract tensors from the pool 5 layer with spatial pooling [39] . Accordingly, each sampled frame has 49 CNN features with 512 dimensions.
Unlike MFCC, MoSIFT and IDT which take the whole audio or video file as input, OSIFT and CNN are only applicable for the images. Following [17] , [20] , we fetch 5 frames per second from the video. After all the raw features are extracted, we apply SSR (signed squared root) [17] to normalize these features for further processing.
Each video converts into a feature tensor after the extraction no matter which non-textual content is used. Nevertheless, the feature tensor is not the ideal format for the contentside learning in hybrid models [10] , [11] , [14] , [21] , so these tensors are encoded to vectors for model training. In particular, we apply two state-of-the-art encoding methods, fisher vector (FV) [34] and VLAD [40] , to transform feature tensors to vectors based on the reported settings [17] , [19] , [20] . These vectors are of real values and suitable for linear models [34] , [40] . The encoding methods and the resulting dimensions for individual non-textual content features are recorded in Table 1 . We notice that encoded non-textual content features are of high dimensions, which makes them hard work with hybrid recommender models. Thus, principle component analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the dimensions of encoded non-textual content features to 4000.
VIDEO RECOMMENDATION
In this section, existing recommender models' performance in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix scenarios is first presented. Based on the performance comparison, we analyze why existing recommender models cannot deliver effective video recommendations with arbitrary content features. To address the problem, an improved recommender model, collaborative embedding regression, that can work with any single content feature is proposed. Based on CER, a priority-based late fusion method (PRI) is further developed. PRI prioritizes content features by validation accuracy and assigns enough large weights to the content features of high priorities, which can further improve recommendation accuracy in our later evaluations.
Existing Models on Arbitrary Content Features
Given rich content features, an interesting question naturally arises: how do state-of-the-art recommender models perform with arbitrary content features in top-k recommendations. To explore the results, we evaluate the in-matrix and out-of-matrix accuracy of representative WMF and BPR-based recommender models using the MovieLens 10M dataset [41] . In this preliminary evaluation, models are not only training with their specific content features but also with other ones if possible. The details about recommender models and content features are listed in Table 2 .
The recommender models listed in Table 2 were tested in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix settings with their optimal settings according to the reports in [10] , [11] , [14] , [21] , [22] , [23] . We use in-matrix and out-of-matrix accuracy as the coordinates to draw combinations of models and content features in Fig. 3 . Specifically, we use the evaluation metric Accuracy@30 to plot the points. Additionally, in the legend of Fig. 3 , the subscripts of models denote the in-use content features. Fig. 3 provides the following observations: 1) WMF-based recommender models achieved the best performance in in-matrix scenario. In Fig. 3 , all the WMFbased models (i.e., WMF, CTR, DPM and CDL) are located to the right of the BPR-based models (i.e., BPR and VBPR). In addition, the in-matrix performance of WMF-based models (e.g., CDL) do not vary obviously with respect to different content features. All these facts indicate that WMF-based models are better than BPR-based models for video recommendation in in-matrix scenario. 2) BPR-based recommender models achieved the best performance in out-of-matrix scenario. Also in Fig. 3 , given a particular content feature, the position of VBPR is always higher than that of all the WMF-based models. This shows that VBPR is currently the most effective model in out-of-matrix scenario, yet indicates the content-side learning inside existing WMF-based models are not effective for out-of-matrix video recommendation. Our reproduction experiment shows that none of the existing recommender models achieve superior accuracy in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix scenarios even with their nominated content features. In the next section, we will propose a general recommender model, collaborative embedding regression, to address the issue.
Collaborative Embedding Regression
Existing WMF-based models [10] , [11] , [14] are designed for document or music recommendation tasks where single content features are often strong enough to support contentside learning. In particular, CTR [10] incorporates the word vectors with WMF and performs content-side learning by latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Since the optimization of LDA is based on word count, CTR naturally fails to support non-textual content features that are of real values. Compared to CTR, DPM [14] and CDL [11] perform content-side learning with MFCC vectors and word vectors respectively by multiple layer perception (MLP) and stacked de-nosing auto-encoder. However, their content-side learning aims at improving the in-matrix recommendation accuracy when ratings are sparse and implicitly requires the input feature vectors to be of non-negative values. As a result, DPM and CDL's out-of-matrix performance is poor according to Fig. 3 even with their specific content features. Compared to documents or music, videos are associated with multiple content features that none of them can solely support effective recommendation. In this situation, a general rather than specific content-side learning is necessary for hybrid models. VBPR's performance in out-of-matrix shows that linearly embedding content features in the content-side learning is general and powerful. Based on above analysis, we propose a general WMF-based recommender model, collaborative embedding regression, to achieve state-of-the-art in-matrix and out-of-matrix recommendation accuracy with arbitrary single content features.
Let d denote the dimension of the content vector and k denote the dimension of the latent vector. The whole generation process of CER with an individual content feature is described below. 1) For each user i, draw a user latent vector w i 2 R kÂ1 :
2) Generate an embedding matrix E $ N ð0;
b) Draw a latent video offset vector j $ N ð0; À1 v IÞ, and then set the video latent vector as:
4) For each user-video pair ði; jÞ, draw the rating:
where I k is an identity matrix, f j 2 R dÂ1 is a feature vector, E 2 R dÂk is an embedding matrix, and c ij is the confidence parameter for the user-item pair ði; jÞ. Following [10] , [11] , the value of c ij is defined below: Note that, in step 3ðaÞ, we use linear embedding instead of non-linear learning adopted by CTR, DPM and CDL. This is more general for content-side learning with arbitrary content features from videos. In step 3ðbÞ, h 0 j that embeds content features to latent vectors serves as the bridge between content-side and collaborative-side learning.
Learning the Parameters. The lowest mean absolute error (MAE) of rating prediction is achieved when the jointly posterior probability of W , H and E is maximized. However, directly computing the full posterior of parameters is intractable. As a result, CER is trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood in this paper as follows:
where u , v and e are the hyper parameters and jj Á jj F denotes the Frobenius norm. When hyper parameters are given, the optimal latent vectors w i and h j as well as the embedding matrix E are learned by performing the alternating least squares (ALS). Specifically, given the current estimation of E, we calculate the derivatives with respect to w i and h j , set them to zeros, and apply following updates for w i and h j in each iteration:
where W ¼ ðw i Þ m i¼1 2 R kÂm is the matrix concatenated by user latent vectors, H ¼ ðh j Þ n j¼1 2 R kÂn is the matrix concatenated by video latent vectors, and F ¼ ðf j Þ n j¼1 2 R dÂn is the content feature matrix. For user i, C i 2 R nÂn is a diagonal matrix with c ij , j ¼ 1 Á Á Á ; n as the diagonal elements, R i 2 f0; 1g nÂ1 is a vector with r ij , j ¼ 1 Á Á Á ; n as its elements. For video j, C j and R j are similarly defined. After W and H are updated, the derivatives with respect to E are computed and set to zero. Then, E is applied the following update:
Similar to CTR and CDL, CER supports both in-matrix and out-of-matrix rating prediction. For in-matrix predictions, given a user-video pair ði; jÞ, the ratingr ij is estimated as w
For out-of-matrix prediction, the ratingr ij is predicted as w T i E T f j since no offset is observed. In summary, CER's rating predictor is defined as:
Multiple Feature Fusion
CER model is designed to work with single content features as existing hybrid models [10] , [11] , [14] , [21] . Based on CER, we further explore how to use multiple content features to improve the video recommendation accuracy. Specially, we discuss three feature fusion methods that possibly facilitate the video recommendation with multiple content features.
The first method concatenates multiple content feature vectors associated with same videos into single big vectors and then feeds the big vectors into CER for model training. Assuming there are L content features in total, the concatenation is denoted as follow:
This fusion method is expected to learn the shared latent factors among the concatenated features. It does not introduce any modification on the objective function of CER, but it will significantly increase the training cost because the time complexity of CER's training is proportional to the dimension of the feature vector f j .
The second method adds multiple content latent vectors h 0l j together, as done in CKE [12] . The content latent vectors in the generation process of CER are thus redefined as:
Compared to the first method, the second method compresses the dimension so that the training is faster, but it needs to modify the objective function of the CER by adding regularization terms of all the embedding matrices. In addition, updating formulas of model parameters need to change accordingly. The first two methods are early fusion. They aim at mapping multiple content feature spaces to a shared homogeneous one. However, the textual, audio, visual and motion information contained in videos are quite diverse and heterogeneous. As shown in Fig. 3 , the out-of-matrix accuracy of the best model varies greatly with respect to the different content features. This indicates that the construction of a shared latent space without losing some important and meaningful content patterns is usually unreasonable. Moreover, early fusion methods require re-training models when the deployed content features are changed (e.g., adding new ones). Based on above discussions, we think early fusion methods tend to be poor for video recommendation with multiple content features.
In a recent finding from other areas [17] , [20] , the performance divergence caused by heterogeneous content features can be addressed by late fusion, which fuses prediction scores from multiple content features to form more relevant ones. Inspired by this finding, we think late fusion has the potential to improve the video recommendation with multiple content features. We thus propose the third method to calculate fusion scores for videos. The score calculation is as follows:
where L is the number of content features; p l is the weight of the lth content feature;r l ij is the predicted rating based on the lth content feature. How to compute the weights is the major challenge of late fusion. A naive solution to compute weights, namely average fusion, is to treat each content feature equally. Recall that Fig. 3 shows significant performance divergences between different content features. Average fusion tends to neglects the divergences so as to lead to inferior fusion performance. Another solution is to learn the weights using a learning-to-rank method [28] .
However, as shown in our later experiments, learning-torank models cannot correctly quantize the influence of each content feature in the out-of-matrix recommendation.
In this paper, we propose a priority-based late fusion method (PRI) which aims at making the weights reflect higher influences from more effective content features. In details, PRI prioritizes content features based on the validation out-of-matrix performances and generates a feature ranking list from high to low, then iteratively assigns the weight of value p l ¼ pð1 À pÞ lÀ1 to lth content feature in the ranking list where p 2 ½0:5; 1Þ is a hyper parameter. Note that, for any ranking position t (i.e., 8t > 0), the inequality P L l¼tþ1 p l 4p t holds in the related weights, which is not guaranteed in existing late fusion methods. This inequality ensures that the lth content feature always has higher weight than the total weight of the remaining less powerful content features. In other words, PRI allows more effective content features have more impacts in the fusion, which will be examined in our multiple feature fusion evaluation.
To clearly illustrate the computation of PRI's weights, we present an example in Table 4 where four content features are given and ranked. Note that, hybrid models (including our CER) with different content features achieve the similar recommendation performances in in-matrix scenario due to the absolute dominance of CF [10] , so we only apply PRI in out-of-matrix scenario with multiple content features.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the datasets, the comparison models and methods, and the experimental settings in our evaluations. Then, we report the experimental results in terms of single content recommending and multiple content fusion. In addition, we present some important findings from our experiment that are emphasized by the bold font.
Dataset Description
We used the MovieLens 10M [41] and the Netflix 100M 1 as the base datasets for our empirical studies. We do not use the YouTube 8M 2 and the YouTube faces DB 3 because they do not provide user-video interactions. Both of MovieLens and Netflix do not contain videos or links for downloading, so we attempted to collect the videos from YouTube by ourselves. After several attempts, we finally downloaded the trailers instead of the full-length videos, because most of the full-length videos are not available for downloading due to copyright restrictions. We also manually checked whether the trailers were really for the original full-length videos. For those trailers that are mismatched, we used the available video clips on YouTube from the original videos instead. By these means, we collected 10380 videos of the 10682 movies for the MovieLens 10M dataset, and 4831 videos of the 17770 movies for the Netflix 100M. The fps of videos is 24. The minimum, maximum and mean lengths of videos in for different datasets are listed in Table 5 . Videos' widths are resized to 240 pixels for accelerating the non-textual content feature extraction. Their heights were resized proportionally according to the aspect ratio.
For the MovieLens dataset, we use the movie IDs from IMDB 4 that the MovieLens dataset provides to collect the textual content of the videos. Specifically, we crawled the movie plots, actors, directors, companies, languages and genres for the collected videos. After data collecting and natural language processing, we first created a corpus where each document is made up of the corresponding movie title and plot. After that, the top 20000 words in the corpus were selected as the vocabulary according to the global TF-IDF values, following [10] and [11] . Given the vocabulary, a word vector for each movie was generated by counting the word frequencies. The remaining textual data include actors, directors, languages, companies, genres and other meta items. They form a meta vector that is binary for each movie. We wanted to compare the effectiveness of the textual features fairly, so we again selected top 20000 meta items to generate the meta vectors. The Netflix dataset has only the titles for the movies. We used these titles to crawled the same types of textual data from IMDB as done for the MovieLens dataset, and apply the same text feature extraction process on the collected data.
Given the collected video list, the ratings associated with the missing videos and the users that have no ratings for the collected videos were removed. We transformed the remaining ratings in both datasets into f0; 1g to model the implicit feedback as [10] , [11] , [42] . Specifically, we changed the ratings with the highest value 5 to 1 and all the other ratings to 0. After that, we got a MovieLens implicit dataset that has 1,543,593 positive feedbacks and a Netflix implicit feedback dataset that has 13,016,825 positive feedbacks. In these two implicit feedback datasets, the positive feedbacks fill 0.21 and 0.56 percent of the implicit rating matrix respectively. To clearly show the changes between original and processed data, we summarize the important changes between them in Table 6 . The comparison between the rating density and the positive density shows that the implicit feedback transformation makes the training positives even less, which has been widely observed in the past literatures [10] , [11] , [21] . We made the experimental data and code publicly available for reproducible purpose. 5 
Experimental Setup

Evaluation Metric
We adopt the evaluation metric Accuracy@k used in [29] , [43] , [44] , [45] to evaluate the top-k video recommendation accuracy in our experiment. The Accuracy@k metric reveals the ratio between the number of the overall positives that are correctly predicted by the personalized recommendations and the number of the total ground truth positives, where a higher value means better performance. In previous works [10] and [11] , the value of k was selected from f50; 100; 150; 200; 250; 300g, which was too large for a user to receive at once in a real-world video recommender system [4] . Therefore, k is selected from f5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30g in our evaluation. Given the value of k, the steps to calculate Accuracy@k value are as follows:
1. Inferring the users' ratings on their unrated videos by the latent vectors and the content vectors; 2. Generating a ranking list of the unrated videos for each user according to the descending order of the corresponding inferred ratings; 3. Selecting the top-k videos from the ranking list to form the recommendation for each user; 4. Counting the number of hits on the test set D test : for each user-video pair ði; jÞ in the test set D test , if video j appears in user i's top-k recommendation list, we have a hit (i.e., the ground truth video is recommended to the user), otherwise we have a miss; 5. Calculating the overall Accuracy@k by Eq. (13) .
where #Hit@k denotes the total number of hits in the test set, and jD test j is the number of all test cases. We adopt 5-fold cross validation method. Thus, we report the mean Accuracy@k of each recommender model or method.
Data Preparation
Each dataset in our evaluation is divided into the training set, the in-matrix test set, and the out-of-matrix test set. We do the dataset division five times to measure the mean accuracy of each recommender model or method in our evaluation. We apply the following steps to make these sets occupying 60, 20, 20 percent of the total positive ratings respectively: (a) Splitting the unique video ids in the dataset into five folds randomly and uniformly, then splitting the ratings into five folds according to the split video ids; (b) Selecting the rating fold from (a) one by one as the out-of-matrix test set; (c) Merging the rest four rating folds from (b), then randomly re-splitting them into four folds uniformly; (d) Selecting one rating fold from (c) as the in-matrix test set; (e) Merging the rest three folds from (d) as the training set for model training. In order to tune the hyper parameters of each model, the training set was further divided: 90 percent of the training ratings were used to train the model and 10 percent of the training ratings were used for validation. The in-matrix test set shares the same video ids with the training set. It was used to evaluate the accuracy of collaborative filtering side in each model. The out-of-matrix test set has totally different video ids from the training set's. It was used to evaluate the effectiveness of each content feature and the accuracy of content side in each hybrid recommender model.
Based on the video titles we have, we construct the sparse text vectors (denoted as ST) for the videos to simulate the situation where limited texts are available such as the users' generated or uploaded videos.. The accuracy measured on ST will be used as the baseline to show how the non-textual contents improve the recommendation accuracy when the recommender system lacks enough textual contents.
We also design two rich content feature sets to work with the fusion methods. These rich content feature sets aim to explore the impact on accuracy when the textual contents are absent. The settings of these rich content feature sets are as follows:
Rich content feature set contains all the content features we extract in this study. This set is used to examine whether a fusion method can fuse textual contents and non-textual contents properly. Rich non-textual content feature set contains all the non-textual content features we extract in this study. This set is used to examine whether a fusion method can use the non-textual contents to achieve the same performance as the textual contents.
Comparison Model and Method
We compare our proposed CER model with the six state-ofthe-art recommender modelds. For fair comparison, the [10] combines CF with textual content. CTR learns the content latent vectors from word vectors using LDA. In our experiment, CTR was trained with both word and meta vectors, and it achieved the highest accuracy with u ¼ 0:1, v ¼ 10.
DeepMusic (DPM) [14] originally combines CF with audio content. DPM uses MLP to learn the content latent vectors from the MFCC vectors. In our experiment, DPM was extended to work with all the content vectors in the rich set, and it achieved the highest accuracy with u ¼ 0:1 and v ¼ 10.
Collaborative Deep Learning [11] originally combines CF with textual content. CDL uses stack denoising autoencoder to learn the content latent vectors from the word vectors. In fact, SDAE can process the non-textual contents by replacing the binary visible layer with Gaussian visible layer. We therefore modified CDL to work with both textual and non-textual content vectors in our experiment. Referring to [11] , we chose the three-layer architecture for content side of CDL. The chosen architecture achieved its highest accuracy with u ¼ 0:1, v ¼ 10 and n ¼ 1000.
Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [23] Collaborative embedding regression is proposed in this paper to combine CF with any individual content feature. CER uses linear embedding to learn the content latent vectors from the content vectors. CER achieved its highest accuracy with u ¼ 0:1, v ¼ 10 and e ¼ 1000.
We also compare the proposed priority-based late fusion method with six widely used fusion methods. The descriptions of these fusion methods are as follows:
Accuracy fusion (ACC) is a late fusion method that uses the validation accuracy of the individual content features as the weights to calculate the fusion rating for the videos. We use ACC as a heuristic baseline to validate whether the exponential weights in our priority-based fusion method are effective.
Average fusion (AVG) is a late fusion method that averages the predicted ratings from different content features.
Ranking SVM (SVM) [27] is a late fusion method that applies the point-wise learning-to-rank process.
Ranking BPR (BPR) [23] is a late fusion method that applies the pair-wise learning-to-rank process.
Early fusion by content vector concatenating (ECT) that has been applied in [21] is an early fusion method presented in Section 4.3. It concatenates all the feature vectors to learn the unified latent space by linear embedding.
Early fusion by latent content vector stacking (ESK) that has been applied in [12] is an early fusion method presented in Section 4.3. It adds all the content latent vectors in a elementwise way to learn the unified latent space.
Priority-based fusion (PRI) is the late fusion method proposed in this paper. Like ACC, PRI obtains the accuracy of each content feature on the validation set first. Then, it prioritizes the content features and assign them the exponential weights like Table 4 . We applied grid search on p to select its best value from f0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9g. On the validation set, we found PRI achieved its best performance on both rich content feature sets with p ¼ 0:5.
Evaluation on Individual Features
We evaluate the performances of recommender models on single content features in this study. Specifically, we compare CER with state-of-the-art recommender models in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix scenarios. The comparison validates that CER is a general and effective hybrid model to work with different content features.
In-Matrix Evaluation
In the in-matrix evaluation, we study two problems as follows:
How CER performs against hybrid models with single content features in in-matrix scenario? Whether CER can generate accurate recommendations with arbitrary single content features in inmatrix scenario? We first compare CER with the other recommender models that can generate in-matrix recommendations. The accuracy results on MovieLens and Netflix are plotted in Fig. 4a and 4b respectively.
In Fig. 4a and 4b , we only present each hybrid recommender model's highest accuracy with single content features. We observe that CER has consistently achieved higher accuracy than the other models on both datasets, which shows that CER is capable of generating accurate inmatrix recommendation as other hybrid models. We also observe that the accuracy gaps between the BPR-based models and WMF-based models are significant, which again validates that the WMF-based models are more effective than the BPR-based models for video recommendation in the inmatrix scenario. Additionally, we notice the accuracy gaps between pure WMF and its variants (CTR, DPM, CDL, CER) are considerable. This observation indicates that the content-side is beneficial to the collaborative-side inside a hybrid model. The comparison also shows that different content-side learning methods inside the WMF-based models have marginal impacts on in-matrix accuracy.
We second explore where CER is able to generate accurate in-matrix recommendations with arbitrary single content features. The performances of CER with different content features are depicted in Fig. 5a and 5b. From Fig. 5a and 5b, we observe that different content features have similar individual impacts to in-matrix accuracy except WORD vectors. The results show that CER can generate accurate in-matrix recommendations with arbitrary single content features. Considering WORD vectors have been widely used by existing works [10] , [11] , the results further show that there is almost no performance drop of changing content features inside CER in in-matrix scenario.
Out-of-Matrix Evaluation
In the out-of-matrix evaluation, we study two problems as follows:
How CER performs against other hybrid models with single content features in out-of-matrix scenario? Whether CER can generate accurate recommendations with arbitrary single content features in out-ofmatrix scenario? Specifically, we measure the out-of-matrix accuracy of CER, CDL, VBPR, DPM, and CTR on MovieLens (Fig. 7) and Netflix ( Fig. 8 ) with all the single content features. To compare these models clearly, each sub-figure in Figs. 7 and 8 draws the accuracy of different models with one specific content feature, and the sub-figures from the same dataset are sorted by the Accuracy@30 of CER in a descending order.
From Figs. 7 and 8, we observe that CER consistently outperforms the other hybrid models on both datasets with any content feature, which validates that CER is better than other hybrid models with any single content feature in out-of-matrix recommendation. The comparison between CER and the other WMF-based models shows that linearly embedding the content features to the content latent vectors seems to be more general and effective than the existing content-side learning in existing hybrid models. We also observe that VBPR that also employs linear embedding achieves worst performances on Netflix with textual content features. The major difference between CER and VBPR is that CER is based on WMF while VBPR is based on BPR in the collaborative-side learning, we thus think the effectiveness of linear embedding holds only if it combines with WMF.
Another observation from Figs. 7 and 8 is about the different impacts of single content features in CER's out-of-matrix recommendation. In details, the descending order of content features ranked by the Accuracy@30 on MovieLens dataset is META > WORD > CNNFV > CNNVLAD > IDT > MFCC > OSIFT > MoSIFT , while the order on Netflix dataset is META > CNNFV > WORD > CNNVLAD > IDT > MFCC > MoSIFT > OSIFT . According to these comparison chains above, META vectors are the most effective content feature for video recommendation. This is because META vectors contain a lot of precise information that do not often appear in the video clips directly such as casts, producers and published years, which are more relevant with users' preferences on the videos. However, the META vectors are unavailable for most of the videos on a general video website like Youtube, therefore the accuracy of META vectors is only the ideal accuracy that CER could achieve. In practice, WORD vectors are more easily obtainable as they are made up of the video titles and descriptions. We observe that the recommendation accuracy with WORD vectors is a little higher than the accuracy with CNNFV vectors on MovieLens, yet a little lower on Netflix. Considering the video titles and descriptions we collected exactly reflect the video contents, the comparison indicates that, with the generality of CER, the non-textual content features could be the effective alternatives to textual features in common cases.
To further examine the effectiveness of the non-textual part in our rich content features, we design the sparse-text WORD vectors (denoted as ST) that use only the video titles to perform the out-of-matrix recommendation again. The design bases on the fact that many user uploaded videos on Youtube with the titles only. We evaluate the accuracy of ST using CER and compare its accuracy with the non-textual content features in Fig. 6 . The comparison shows that the CNNFV vectors significantly outperform the ST vectors on both datasets, while the other non-textual contents significantly outperform ST only on Netflix dataset. Putting the observations from Figs. 6, 7, and 8 together validates that, CER is more general and effective than existing hybrid models in out-of-matrix scenario, although its accuracy varies significantly with different content features.
Efficiency of Model Training
We also examine the time cost of training each recommender model. This experiment is conducted on two Intel E5-2690 v2 CPUs, one Nvidia Geforce 1070, and 256GB memory. All the WMF-based models are trained with CPU configuration, while all the BPR-based models are tested with GPU configuration (due to their slow training speeds in CPU configuration). We collect the time cost per iteration in the training stage of each model. Specifically, in WMF-based models, one iteration equals to update all the user latent vectors, all the video latent vectors, and the content side (if has) once. In the BPR-based models, one iteration needs to process all the training positives once. In addition, considering the textual content vectors are usually sparse and the non-textual content vectors are usually dense, we evaluate the time cost per iteration with both WORD vectors and CNNFV vectors. Table 7 records the time cost of different models on both datasets. From Table 7 , without the content-side learning, the BPR model costs less time per iteration than the WMF model on Movielens, while more time per iteration than WMF on Netflix. The reason behind this is that BPR's complexity is proportional to the number of ratings and WMF's complexity is proportional to the number of the users plus the number of the videos. When the training shifts from Movielens to Netflix, the number of training ratings increases faster than the total number of the users and the videos, which causes BPR to use more time on Netflix accordingly. Taking the content-side learning into consideration, CER achieves the lowest time cost per iteration in most cases. CER is more efficient than the other WMF-based models due to its lightweight content-side learning. In addition, CER is more efficient than VBPR in most cases although VBPR has GPU acceleration. This is because VBPR applies pair-wise learning that updates the video vectors double times compared to only once in the WMF-based models in each iteration.
Evaluation on Multiple Feature Fusion
In this experiment, we explore whether the proposed prioritybased late fusion method (PRI) can make the recommendation more accurate with multiple content features. Our fusion evaluation is based on CER, because it is the most accurate method in our single content evaluation. We prepare the rich content features and the rich non-textual content features for CER, and apply different fusion methods with CER's model or outputs. The accuracy values are measured with out-of-matrix scenario where multiple feature fusion should be effective according to the existing works [17] , [25] . Tables 8 and 9 record the accuracy results of different fusion methods on MovieLens and Netflix respectively. In these tables, we use the accuracy results from the best single content feature in the corresponding rich content features as the baseline to help judge whether a fusion method improves the accuracy actually. In addition, we highlight the results of the proposed late fusion method (PRI) with the bold font.
From Tables 8 and 9 , we first check the out-of-matrix accuracy results of the early fusion methods. We observe that ECT fusion's accuracy significantly drops when it is applied on the rich content features. This observation shows that concatenating the heterogeneous content vectors together to learn the shared space harms the recommendation accuracy in the video recommendation scenario. Compared to ECT, ESK that adds the content latent vectors in the shared space achieves consistent recommendation accuracy in out-of-matrix scenario, and beat ACG, BPR and SVM most of the time. However, both of the early fusion methods fail to beat the baseline all the time in our evaluation. These comparisons validate that the heterogeneous content vectors are hard to form more meaningful shared space in the video recommendation scenario. The early fusion methods' robustness and effectiveness problems also exist in the late fusion methods. In details, AVG, BPR and SVM only beat the baseline once when they are applied with rich content features on MovieLens. The possible failure of AVG is due to the huge performance gaps among different content features. In Figs. 7 and 8 , the highest out-of-matrix accuracy of CER is achieved with META vectors, while the lowest accuracy of CER is achieved with MoSIFT vectors. The highest is three times to the lowest. As a result, average fusion (AVG) weakens the predictability of more powerful content vectors. Both BPR and SVM are learning-to-rank methods. They learn content weights by regarding the predicted ratings from contents as the feature vectors. Nevertheless, these existing learning-to-rank methods cannot learn the content priorities properly in our evaluation. The evidences are shown in Fig. 9 where we draw weight distributions over all the content features of each late fusion method after normalising the weight sum to 1. In Fig. 9 , if we regard the weights from ACC as the correct ones, those from BPR and SVM are wrong: BPR treats different contents almost equally, while SVM cannot correctly lift the weight of META over that of WORD according to their significant highest out-of-matrix accuracy differences. Eventually, they fail to generate more accurate recommendations. Despite PRI, our heuristic late fusion method-ACC achieves the largest improvement in Tables 8 and 9 . It always beats the baseline, which initially shows the content priorities in late fusion is necessary. The proposed PRI achieves the highest accuracy in our evaluation, and it beats the baseline on both datasets all the time. Compared to all the other fusion methods, we think the success of PRI has two reasons. First, PRI prioritizes content features as ACC does. This makes PRI beats the other comparison methods as ACC does. Second, PRI does not simply trusts the content features by their accuracy values as ACC does. Accordingly, as Fig. 9 shows, PRI assigns larger weights to the more powerful content features to protect their priorities in the fusion. This makes PRI further beats ACC. It is worth noting that PRI's improvement only happens on CER. For other models, because the absolute performance divergences are small, PRI could not improve the accuracy further even though rich content set presents (due to page limitation, we do not put PRI's results with other models in this paper). The possible reason is that CER's large absolute performance divergences between different features indicate correct feature priorities in out-matrix scenario. In summary, our evaluation validates that PRI can improve the video recommendation accuracy further when large absolute performance divergences between individual features exist.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored how to exploit rich content features from videos to improve personalized recommendation accuracy in both in-matrix and out-of-matrix scenarios. We assumed that the rich content features can improve the hybrid recommender methods in two situations: (1) when single specific content features are unavailable; (2) when multiple content features are available. To validate our assumptions, we first extracted multiple textual and non-textual content features from videos. Our initial evaluation showed that existing hybrid models were only effective in either in-matrix or out-of-matrix scenario with rich content features. To overcome the limitation, we proposed a general and effective hybird model, namely collaborative embedding regression, to marginalize the performance drop caused by the unavailability of one specific content. In addition, we studied how to fuse multiple heterogeneous content features to improve the recommendation accuracy further. We proposed a priority-based late fusion method (PRI) to effectively fuse both non-textual and textual content features. We conducted extensive evaluations on single content features to validate the effectiveness of CER, and evaluations on multiple content features to validate the effectiveness of PRI. The experimental results on MovieLens and Netflix datasets showed that the proposed CER and PRI are superior to existing hybrid recommender models and multiple feature fusion methods respectively. In particular, CER has more significant impact on the recommendation accuracy and can work well with existing late fusion methods. PRI must work with the models which has quite diverse performance on different content features. In summary, all the experiments validated our initial assumptions and revealed the benefits of the rich content features for personalized video recommendation.
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